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Letter from the Secretary-General

Dear Delegates and Faculty Advisors,

It is with great pleasure that I welcome you to this year’s edition of Altair Model United Nations!

Model UN is an activity that I am very passionate about and I know that many of you are too. Serving

as the Secretary-General this year has been a great honor and responsibility. While we are facing the

challenge of hosting the conference virtually, it is amazing to see that despite these unconventional

circumstances so many of you are willing to continue working and taking part in events such as this

one. It shows true commitment.

I discovered the world of MUN in 2019. While I had participated in Parliamentary Style Debate for

many years before, MUN offered a very different experience which centered greatly around

dialoguing with new people and creativity. I quickly became fascinated with the community of so

many like minded individuals who are so hardworking and dedicated to debating about global issues.

MUN is more than representing a country or winning an award, but it is the community of people who

all share these interests. It is about self growth and pushing yourself to go out of your comfort zone.

AltMUN 2021 will be the third edition of this annual event. Over the years our delegation has grown

and organization skills have also improved greatly. Our goal is to provide you with a unique

experience as we have planned for all the committees to cover relevant topics in the most engaging

way. This year we have been faced with the challenge of hosting an international event. We look

forward to hosting delegates from across Latin America and the rest of the world. While I for sure

miss debating in person, it is amazing the way that virtuality allows us to connect with more people at

a global level.

Last, but certainly not least, I would like to give special recognition to the entire AltMUN secretariat.

Everything we have accomplished so far has been thanks to your long hours of work and meticulous

planning. Thanks to all of you, planning this conference, which may seem like an overwhelming task,

has become a challenge that we have tackled together.

We thank you for taking part in AltMUN 2021 and hope you have an amazing time! See you soon!

Kind Regards,

Valerie Aronhalt

Secretary-General, Altair Model United Nations 2021
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Letter from the Committee Director

Dear Delegates,

It is a great honor to welcome you to the UNWomen committee. I am thrilled to have this opportunity

to be your director discussing the legalization of abortion since I am very passionate about this

specific topic. My name is Andrea Shiguiyama, I am 18 years old and a few months ago I finished the

German baccalaureate (Abitur) at the Colegio Alexander von Humboldt. Currently, I am taking a

half-year sabbatical while waiting for my studies in Europe to study economics with a minor in

politics, history, and society.

Talking a little bit about my own MUN journey, I started debating in 2017 at Ivy League MUN. I

remember I was nervous about the conference because I did not know what to expect. I felt a little

intimidated by the other delegates, and to be honest I thought I would never debate again. However,

that experience captivated me. I thought it was great to be able to discuss such important topics with

people my age and share ideas in a meaningful way. Ever since, almost four years ago, I submerged

myself in this incredible world of debate that has added so many positive aspects to my life. In

retrospect, the different conferences that I had the chance to participate in have helped me improve my

debating skills, so much so that I have been honored with different awards including a Position Paper

award at the UN Headquarters in New York. Thanks to MUN I have not only gained many abilities

that are very useful for my daily life but also, I have had the privilege to meet amazing people that are

very important to me.

Aside from MUN, I like to design and tailor clothes, watch TV shows on Netflix, and lately, I have

been obsessed with crocheting. Besides, I really enjoy learning new languages, since I think it is a

great way to know more about other cultures and connect with others on a deeper level. Currently, I

am learning Italian. I am very passionate about spirituality and everything that goes with that. Fun

fact: I have a YouTube channel where I post some content about the Law of Attraction.

In my opinion, the legalization of abortion is a very important issue that should be discussed more,

especially by us, the young people who are the future of our society. Therefore, I am very happy that

this is the theme of our conference. Remember to delve into all the different aspects that this topic

entails.

I wish you the best of luck in your research regarding this topic and especially in the debate. See you

(although not physically, but virtually) soon!

Sincerely yours,

Andrea Shiguiyama - Committee Director/Chair
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Letter from the ADs

Fellow Delegates,

Hi! My name is Lucía Rojas and I’m 16 years old. I am now studying at the Colegio Peruano-Alemán

Alexander von Humboldt, just beginning the German bachelor (aka starting my fifth and last year of

high school). I’m beyond excited to be one of the ADs on this committee, as I am extremely

passionate about human rights, feminism, and the fight for universal access to safe abortions/ finding

ways to avoid unwanted pregnancies.

Regarding my MUN experience, I enrolled in my delegation in 2019 just to try something new that

was related to one of my biggest passions: politics. After attending conferences and seeing how much

one can improve thanks to the mutual help within the delegation or simply by watching other

delegates in the conferences, I realized that MUN is something that I wanted (and still want) to do for

a long time. Sadly, the pandemic hit last year and I was only able to attend a few conferences, but in

the end, I and my inner boomer got used to this virtual era.

Happily (or sadly for the MUN geeks), MUN is not the only hobby that I have. I love everything

related to politics, so learning about it, that being social matters, political ideologies, wars, gender

equality, climate change, or just whatever that you can imagine, takes probably around 40% percent of

my time. This is why I want to study Law and probably do a minor in political science and/ or

philosophy (another topic that I am very passionate about). I also love to listen to music. Aside from

reggaeton (I know, Grinch opinion), I love any other genre, especially new wave, post-punk, metal,

and indie. (If someone loves Joy Division, The Smiths, Utro, or any other top-tier band, hit me up

after the conference.) I also love to read, write very bad hybrids, bake some plant-based desserts,

watch some anime or documentaries and sleep as if the school didn’t exist.

All in all, I will be looking for a passionate, full of content and smart debate. Those characteristics,

and clever leadership, are what I admire the most about delegates and what I think makes one

outstanding. If someone is full of content but isn’t socially and emotionally intelligent, all potential is

wasted, and the same vice versa. Take your time to do research, because nothing is more fun than

being extremely prepared for a conference. Best of luck, I can't wait to meet you all!

Regards,

Lucía Rojas Vargas
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Dear Delegates,

Hello! My name is Micaela Montoya and I am more than pleased to have the honor to say that I will

be an assistant director at this UNWomen conference. I am an 8th grade Altair student. I have an

overwhelming interest regarding MUN fostered by my constant participation in MUN events. I am

exceedingly enthusiastic about this committee since I am very passionate about women’s rights and

confidently believe that the legalization of abortion is a topic that should be talked about more often.

When it comes to my MUN interest, it started 2 years ago. Back then I just saw it as another

extracurricular activity -nothing special. It wasn’t until last year when I started to participate in more

conferences that I realized how much MUN meant to me. The way that you feel so powerful while

exchanging ideas with a room full of quick-witted people and finding the balance between personal

and group interests. The passion I began to feel towards MUN extended far beyond the reach of any

other of my hobbies. Notwithstanding, I have a little confession to make: I have never been an AD

before. I have only participated as a delegate in former conferences. However, to say that I’m excited

about this conference would be an understatement. I am eager to embark on this journey alongside

you, delegates, since I know with certainty that this will broaden my horizons when it comes to MUN

and help me understand a committee better and all the preparation that leads to it. I promise I will give

it my best to make this conference enjoyable for all of you.

I may love MUN, but I have many other interests as well. Among those, you can find (as nerdy as it

may sound) math and science. For me, these give sense to a world that normally doesn’t. I also love to

read a wide variety of books ranging from historic allegories to murder mysteries, and much more. I

have lately started to read Vonnegut’s books and I have come to realize I really like them. Moreover, I

also like to learn new languages. Right now I am learning Hebrew. Whenever I’m not doing any of

these, you’ll probably find me binge-watching series on Netflix.

At this conference I wish to see significant research, insightful proposals, compelling speeches, and

skilled negotiations; but above it all (as cliché as it may sound), I wish to see you, delegates, enjoy

this conference.

Please, do not hesitate to contact us in case of any doubts regarding the conference. I wish each and

everyone of you the best of luck!

Best regards,

Micaela M.
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Overview

With many pro-life and pro-choice marches in recent years and special tension between the two

groups, the discussion about the legalization of abortion has become more and more imperative in our

society. A large majority of countries have legal abortion in extreme cases, such as to save the life of

the mother. Many others also have free access to abortion. The discussion is based on whether

abortion on demand should be decriminalized.

Pro-choice march

In addition, with thousands of women a year dying due to unsafe or clandestine abortions, it is

imperative that countries come together to discuss this important issue and try to reduce the number of

such abortions. In the past, there have been many attempts to improve the statistics and although there

has been progress, many women are still at risk.

The Committee

For several years, the United Nations has encountered substantial difficulties in its attempts to achieve

gender equality around the world, including insufficient funds and a lack of a single recognized driver

to direct UN activities on gender equality. To resolve these issues, the United Nations General

Assembly established UN Women, the United Nations Entity for Gender Equality and Women's

Empowerment in July 2010. Member states of the United Nations took a historic move forward in

advancing the Organization's priorities on gender equity and women's empowerment. UN Women was

founded as part of the UN change agenda. UN Women was established to promote change in

addressing the needs of women and girls all over the world. It brings together and expands on the

critical efforts of four previously separate UN agencies that focused solely on gender equity and

female empowerment:

● Division for the Advancement of Women (DAW)
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● International Research and Training Institute for the Advancement of Women (INSTRAW)

● Office of the Special Adviser on Gender Issues and Advancement of Women (OSAGI)

● United Nations Development Fund for Women (UNIFEM)

UN Women official logo

While working to achieve the goal for the equality and rights of women and girls throughout the

world, UN Women has key tasks to keep in mind. These are:

● “To support inter-governmental bodies, such as the Commission on the Status of Women, in

their formulation of policies, global standards, and norms.

● To help Member States implement these standards, standing ready to provide suitable

technical and financial support to those countries that request it, and to forge effective

partnerships with civil society.

● To lead and coordinate the UN system’s work on gender equality, as well as promote

accountability, including through regular monitoring of system-wide progress.”

UN Women assists the UN Member States in developing universal norms for gender equality and

collaborates with governments and civil society to develop the legislation, regulations, programs, and

facilities necessary to ensure that the standards are fully applied and genuinely serve women and girls

around the world. It aims to make the Sustainable Development Goals vision a realization for women

and girls all over the world as well. Notwithstanding, as well as many other committees, UN Women

does not have the power to make legally binding decisions.

Gender equality is not only a fundamental human right, but it also has significant socioeconomic

implications. Women's involvement is a key factor in prosperous economies, as it boosts efficiency

and development. Nonetheless, gender differences persist throughout any culture. Women face

workplace discrimination and pay disparities, as well as a lack of availability to fair jobs. They are
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refused access to basic education and health services all too much. Women are subjected to brutality

and injustice in all parts of the world. They are disproportionately underrepresented in political and

economic decisions.

As mentioned above, the committee fights for gender equality and women's rights. Therefore, UN

Women is always looking for proposals that will benefit this group and contribute to change. Given

the variety of countries that participate in this committee, the proposals by the states should be ones

that can be molded and fit all the different states. In addition, since they are only recommendations,

the committee is looking for countries to have some incentive to comply with the commitments they

have made.

Also, bear in mind that the UN Women committee is not legally binding, meaning that its resolutions

can not be imposed on any nation, nor can these receive sanctions for not complying or fulfilling the

proposals and requirements in the resolution. The only committee which is legally binding, is the

Security Council, but this committee touches urgent matters and not social issues, meaning that UN

Women resolutions cannot be transferred to the Security Council.
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The Problem

The debate over the decriminalization and legalization of abortion has been a prominent topic for

decades. Nevertheless, it seems like, over the years, the ones for and against the matter have formed

bigger and more organized groups: the “pro-choice” and the “pro lives”. Both groups have reasons and

arguments for their position, and nowadays the debate focuses mostly on whether abortion should be

legalized and what can be done to stop clandestine abortions from taking place. Tackling this issue

should also consider tackling the causes for abortions, such as the lack of sexual education, sexual

assault and issues in foster care and adoption systems.

Lack of sexual education

In most cases, unplanned pregnancies are a result of unprotected sex. This is greatly due to the lack of

sexual education available in and out of schools. However, the incorporation of sexual education

classes poses a controversy, since some parents argue that they should be free to decide when and how

to discuss these matters with their children. On the other hand, the lack of information is one of the

lead causes of teenage pregnancies, as teenagers do not comprehend fertility and fertilization nor how

to protect themselves from STDs.

Sexual assault

Unfortunately, sexual assault is a reality very much present in our world, and sometimes results in

pregnancy. The main reasons behind sexual assault are social violence, especially against women, lack

of education, and lack of a well equipped and fucntioning judicial system in regards to sexual violence

cases. Sexual assault suits and trials are often inconclusive or solved after many years and tedious

processes, which demotivates victims from coming forward.

Issues in foster care and adoption systems

Another cause for abortions is the belief that life for kids in foster and adoption systems is miserable,

so mothers opt to terminate their pregnancies in order to keep their children from being in these

systems. While it is true that sometimes the care offered to children in these systems can be

considered unfit, it is also true that many of the issues in these systems are due to bureaucracy and

flaws in the logistics of these systems.

The consequences of abortion are highly controversial, due to there being two distinct positions

regarding abortion itself. The most common arguments for and against abortion will now be outlined.
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The moral argument against killing a life

One of the biggest arguments in the pro-life amd pro-choice debate is about considering the fetus a

human life. Some say that because the fetus is dependent on the mother it should not be considered its

own life or organism, while others argue that life begins at conception because the zygote has its own

DNA.

The argument about the woman’s wellbeing

Another clashing point in this debate regards women’s wellbeing. The pro-choice side argues that

women may face economical or emotional damage when going through an unwanted pregnancy. The

pro-life side, on the other hand, argues that women may face emotional damage after performing an

abortion and that this procedure can also bring the women medical complications.

The economical arguments

Another argument in this debate regards the funding of abortions. Usually when abortions are

legalized they are financed by taxes, which is controversial in itself. Some say that treatment for

complications in clandestine abortions are more expensive than legal abortions themselves; while

others say that the state should focus on financing other necessities.
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Previous UN Actions

Several United Nation’s Human rights bodies have provided clear guidance on the urgent need to

decriminalize abortion. According to these bodies, each State should ensure access to safe abortions,

eliminate discrimination against women, ensure women’s right to health as well as other fundamental

rights. As a matter of fact, human rights bodies have also characterized restrictive abortion laws as a

form of discrimination against women.

For instance, the Committee on the Elimination of Discrimination against Women specifies that “it is

discriminatory for a State party to refuse to legally provide for the performance of certain

reproductive health services for women.” (General Recommendation 24 (1999) on women and health,

para. 11.). Furthermore, The Working Group on discrimination against women has emphasized that it

should be considered a right for any woman or girl to make autonomous decisions about her own

body. A similar statement was made by the Special Rapporteur on the right to health. It stated that the

laws criminalizing abortion violate women's inherent freedoms and autonomy by severely restricting

women's decision-making regarding their sexual and reproductive health.

Human rights mechanisms have also stressed that women and girls should be able to effectively seek

and access post-abortion health care in all circumstances, and on a confidential basis, without facing

threats of criminal prosecution or punitive measures. The Committee on Economic, Social, and

Cultural Rights has explained that the provision of post-abortion care to those in need forms part of

States core obligations under the right to sexual and reproductive health.

The International Conference on Population and Development (1994)

The need for legal abortion to be safe and accessible for women was also supported by several States

at the International Conference on Population and Development (ICPD), organized in Cairo in 1994.

This conference brought together 11,000 representatives from governments, nongovernmental

organizations (NGOs), international agencies, and citizen activists. At that Conference, States

recognized that unsafe abortions are a major public health concern. States also pledged their

commitment to reducing the need for abortion by expanding and improving family planning services,

while acknowledging that, in circumstances not contrary to law, abortion should be safe. Similar ideas

were also shared and adopted by States in the Beijing Platform for Action which was agreed at the

1995 Fourth World Conference on Women.

Ever since this conference in 1994, there has been some improvement. For instance, the number of

deaths due to unsafe abortion declined from 69,000 in 1990 to 47,000 in 2008 since safe and effective
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methods of abortion became more widely available. In addition, the number of induced abortions (safe

and unsafe) per 1000 women aged 15-44 years declined from 35 (in 1995) to 28 (in 2008). During this

same period, there was a slight increase in the number of countries where abortion is permitted on

request, and 70 countries made grounds for abortion more liberal.

The International Conference on Population and Development, Cairo (1994)

The General Comment on the Right to Life (2018)

Another significant action regarding the legalization of abortion was made by the UN Human Rights

Committee in 2018. This committee is the body consisting of independent experts that monitor the

implementation of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights by its State parties. This

committee issued the General Comment on the Right to Life. It addresses the need for safe abortions

and outlines the obligations of specific guidance on implementation to the 172 state parties to this

treaty. The UNHRC has always addressed the obligation of governments to fulfill women and girls’

right to access safe abortions. For example, it has frequently stated it in recommendations to

individual member states. However, this was only the second time it has been addressed in a general

comment. In this General Comment, the committee stated that “although States parties may adopt

measures designed to regulate voluntary terminations of pregnancy, such measures must not result in

violation of the right to life of a pregnant woman or girl, or her other rights under the Covenant.”

(Human Rights Committee, General Comment 36 (2018) on article 6 of the International Covenant on

Civil and Political Rights, on the right to life, para. 8.). Many states, NGOs, and different enterprises

supported this, such as the Center for Reproductive Rights. Nancy Northup, their CEO commented

that “The General Comment on the Right to Life provides the international community with a

much-needed framework to hold governments accountable for the high rates of death and injury

which occur when women are forced to seek out unsafe abortions.”
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Medical management of abortion (2019)

The WHO released a medical guideline in January of 2019, on how and why the right to safe

abortions must be respected in every country. This guideline is based on hundreds of studies

conducted in different parts of the world, so that it can be implemented all around the globe, and

recommends until what weeks or in what conditions abortins should be conducted and more.

Nevertheless, implementing these recommendations means a challenge for some countries, as

legalizing abortion might go against their values and laws.
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Bloc Positions

International status of abortion law in 2021 by Statista

Legalized

Since the Soviet Union in 1920, various countries such as Romania, The United Kingdom, Canada,

The United States, Sweden, recently Argentina, and many more, followed the path of decriminalizing

and legalizing abortion, intending to progress in the fight for insurance of reproductive and women’s

rights. These countries have also participated actively in international bodies that touch indirectly the

matter, such as the IHRL, or participated in various committees touching the issues, such as the

famous 2005 United Nations International Human Rights Committee, declaring it a human right for

the first time. These countries don’t only respond to legal laws and demands, but also to their people’s

will, as it is known that countries that ensure access to abortions have usually a very progressive

agenda, trying to achieve certain goals regarding human rights.

Broad Social or Economic Grounds

Some countries’ positions are in a middle point, halfway between legalized on request and to preserve

health/prohibited altogether: these countries permit abortion on broad social or economic grounds.

Countries that allow abortion on broad social or economic grounds have rules that are often liberally

enforced to allow abortions among a spectrum of conditions. These countries contemplate the

conceivable implications of pregnancy and motherhood based on a woman's or girl's real or relatively
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plausible environment, as well as her socioeconomic surroundings. The countries that believe the

legalization of abortion should be correlated to the socio-economic context of the pregnant person are

Ethiopia, Finland, Great Britain, India, Japan, Taiwan, and Zambia. Additionally, these countries take

into account several indicators that permit abortion, such as fetal impairment, incest, rape, with

parental authorization, spousal authorization, or on additional grounds.

Against the legalization

Currently, there are 26 countries in the world where all abortion is illegal. In other countries, it is only

allowed in strict cases where the mother’s life depends on it. However, most of these countries, have

no intentions of legalizing abortion on demand any time soon. In Latin America, the three countries

with complete restriction access to abortion are El Salvador, Nicaragua, and the Dominican Republic.

Other countries that have these same rules are the Holy See and Malta. The group of countries that are

against the legalization on demand includes mostly Latin American, Asian and African countries.

Some examples of this being  Brazil, Poland, Bolivia, Nigeria, Somalia, Sri Lanka, Syria, etc.

QARMAs

1. Which steps can be taken to improve the statistic on women’s mortality as a result of unsafe

abortions? How can we assure the prevention of unsafe/clandestine abortions?

2. In the case of countries with legal abortion, how can we ensure that people who have an

abortion then get access to the physical and mental health care they deserve?

3. How can we, as a committee, make an effort to avoid unwanted pregnancies? How is the state

going to provide accessible sexual education and contraceptives to the citizens?

4. How can we modify the existing UN guidelines (such as the “Medical Management of

Abortion”), so that they can fit each country's necessities?

5. In case of unwanted pregnancy, what can be done to support women who carry them? If the

abortion doesn’t take place, what is a solution to assure the baby a dignified life?

Position Paper Requirements

Positions papers establish the position of a country on a specific issue. They allow delegates to

demonstrate the research they have done for the committee. The position paper should consist of three

paragraphs. The first paragraph should have general information about the committee as well as your

country’s position. The second paragraph should have past UN resolutions regarding the topic.

Finally, the third paragraph should elaborate on your proposals which you will present in the

conference.
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The position paper should be written in Times New Roman 11 and be no longer than one page. In

addition, sources must be included in MLA format. Delegates should include a header with the

following information: their full name, delegation (if applicable), and the delegation’s flag and the

official of the country they are representing. The text should be justified on both sides. The Position

Paper should be sent to unwomen@altair.pe in a PDF format before Friday, June 11th at 11:59

P.M.
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